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Data/Sensor	Fusion	for	HLT

Why: Motivating data and sensor fusion for 
human language technology

What can be sensed
How: Suggested architecture principles



Data	in	Sensor	Context

“I’m calling to report a bat in my room.”
Sensor: Bat has rabies
“Flu symptoms”
Sensors: Feverish, in airplane
“Norovirus” 
Sensors: At sea, in crowd



Flu	Trends?

Google flu trends: Mixed record of success
“Nowcasting” failed 

Rise of canned searches and seasonal influence overwhelmed 
the relevant correlations 

But UN Global Pulse and Flowminder in Sweden continue



Chemical/bio weapons queries

Are you a threat?
Questioner has cocaine residue or explosive 

residue on his handsà
Use that information as part of a predictive analysis 

model
The “wait-a-minute, are you…” model



What	can	be	sensed?



What:	Chemical	Patterns	in	Air

Smoke alarm, CO detector
Spectroscopic sensors 

Moisture 
Air quality
SERS for drug and explosive residue

Breathalyzer 
Volatile organic compound monitoring
City terrorism monitors



Sensing	on	Us

Pulse oximetry
Sweat monitoring 

Lactate 
Glucose
Dopamine
In schizophrenia

Strain/pressure sensors



Sound	and	Ballistics

Audio tracking 
gunfire
explosions

Violence: Shotspotter in cities
Poachers: Kruger National Park
Nuclear proliferation

Tracking (seismic and beyond) for nuclear tests



Weather
Radiation monitoring
Radar

Traffic – interacts with smart vehicles
Spectroscopy from the air to find illegal marijuana growers, 

by color
Heat

People
Growers

And	more…



AI	Applications

Pattern-recognition algorithms 
Chemometrics tells us what “matches”
What “matches” mean (100%? 80%?)

Nuclear proliferation: source fusion of imagery, reports, 
sensors

Toxic chemical sensors in Metro, from Sandia; detects 
pattern and distribution 
http://www.theppsc.org/Archives/Terrorism/Counter/DC_Subway_c
hemical_sniffers.htm



How:	Architecture	Notes

Sensor data belongs in a discourse/pragmatics layer
Integrated as a data element, not as code

Plug-in model, with an XML(-like) model for data integration
Easier to align with existing output for sensors

Bidirectional
E.g. smart traffic intersection



HLT	Trends	&	Sensor	Fusion

2016: CIA “Pragmatics is the next frontier”…
2017: Sensor info provides pragmatics layer

2016: We can use HLT to detect heart attacks and suicide 
threats … 

2017: We can add sensor data to that!



What	We	Do:	Light-Based	Verification

Sensor detects invisible layer of chemical fingerprinting to 
validate genuine products

Detector: Pocket-sized spectrometer 
Off-the-shelfoptions
Fast & easy Y/N field authentication

Generates sensor data: where are there counterfeits and 
substandard products? 



IP	Protection	with	Chemical	Fingerprints

Chemical Taggants in the “sandwich”

Add compatible chemicals, covertly, inside
Material compatibility, detectability

Detect anywhere; see patterns
Brand protection team gets faster, smarter

PB&J metaphor:
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